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“Aboriginal People were the first
engineers of this land”

Sydney Class of 2019 at Admiralty House

“A terrific Speech and
a great program” –
Elizabeth Mildwater
“Giwangallani’s speech
delivered a strong and
inspirational message”
– Benjamin Lange
Hosted at Admiralty House, the Vice-Regal reception is one of the
highlights of the EAA’s annual Indigenous Australian Engineering
School (IAES) program in Sydney. A delightful and relaxed
occasion, it provides an opportunity for the students and senior
executives of EAA’s Partnering Companies and Foundations to
get to know one another and to meet the Governor-General of
Australia his Excellency Sir Peter and Lady Cosgrove.

Quote from EAA Patron and Former Prime
Minister The Hon Bob Hawke AC, GC
“In my lifetime, the magnificent
strides forward by Indigenous
people in education has been
one of the most life changing
successes, with Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander people
demonstrating the leadership
qualities that improve life
for whole communities. As
engineers, young Indigenous
people will be building a
stronger and healthier nation.

This year, the inspiring speech given by Giwangallani Mendez
Williams, added an extra dimension to the occasion. Her words
resonated with her audience to the degree that, after the event,
we received a number of comments from guests congratulating
her. The following is an edited extract of her speech:
“My name is Giwangallani Mendez Williams and I am a proud
Wiradjuri and Yorta Yorta girl. This opportunity has provided
guidance for me into the next important chapter of my life. I have
had a wonderful week, learning, growing and connecting alongside
my peers. Exploring a range of engineering career paths, endless
possibilities and new skills; Being able to connect and network,
not only with industry providers, but, most importantly, with a
community of young, ambitious Aboriginal students, that I now
call my friends.
Aboriginal people were the first Engineers of this land. We are
innovators, radical thinkers, survivors and problem solvers. As
an Indigenous person, I feel that it is my duty, our duty, to look
after this land, this planet. This experience has inspired, motivated
and strengthened my confidence to continue on in my journey in
pursuing a university degree, so that one day I can be not only an
industry leader but also a leader in my community.
It is thanks to Engineering Aid Australia’s ongoing support that I
look forward to delving into all that engineering has to offer. Our
belonging to this land connects us all, it runs through our blood
and shapes us as engineers to continue our custodianship of this
earth. Thank you so much for this opportunity”.

It’s wonderful to see them powering their way into the universities
and the EAA summer and winter schools play a vital part”

Engineering Aid Australia breaks record
The class of 2015
is set to break all
EAA records this
year. At the time of
writing, twelve of the
22 students who
attended the IAES
program in Sydney,
will be studying
Engineering at
university in 2019.

The Generous Sponsors who make the IAES Program Possible
The IAES program is funded by generous donations from the following Sponsors: Arcadis, Arup, Aurecon, Babcock, Baxter Charitable
Foundation, BG&E, BridgeClimb, Broadspectrum, EY, Google, Honeywell, ICRAR, James N Kirby Foundation, John Holland, Laing
O’Rourke, Lyndsay Dynan, Minerals Council of Australia, Minter Ellison Lawyers, My Business Hosting, SMEC, Taylor Thomson
Whitting, Transport for NSW, Transurban,Veolia, Woodside, WSP and private donor Jenny Smith.
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Monday 14 and Tuesday 15 January

Indigenous Australian Engineering School (IAES) Program 2019
Now in its 22nd year, Engineering Aid Australia (EAA), a not for profit organisation, focuses on encouraging High School students entering
Years 10, 11 and 12 to consider tertiary studies and a career in Engineering. To this end, each year EAA conducts week-long schools (IAES)
at Sydney University in January and Curtin University in July. The IAES provide the students with a wide range of engineering activities and site
visits as well as opportunities to meet employers and young engineers from our sponsoring companies. Over 700 students have completed
the course since its inception.

Highlights from the Sydney program
MONDAY 14 JANUARY

TUESDAY 15 JANUARY

Site visit Sydney Metro tunnel

Honeywell Site Visit to Sydney Opera House

In a joint venture - which was a first for IAES Sydney - Syd Gamble
(Arcadis) joined forces with David Polkinghorne and Belinda
Murdoch (John Holland) and Joe Catanzariti (BG&E) to co-ordinate
a site visit to the Sydney Metro Tunnel. The students watched
the Tunnel Boring Machines in Augmented Reality, viewed the
Barangaroo site from the road and spoke with Project Engineers,
including a Mining Engineer.

Reducing Energy Consumption at the Opera House is a real
- world problem which the students found easy to relate to.
James Carrapetta (Automation and Control Solutions Honeywell
explained the challenges presented by the task and - using a
miniature temperature control system which he had previously
prepared - demonstrated the heating and cooling automation.
Following the site visit, the students enjoyed a tour of the Opera
House with Paul, an Indigenous Guide.

The students listen attentively as Tunnel Design Manager Stuart Simmonds
discusses the Metro Project at Barangaroo.

Exploring Tunnel Boring in Augmented Reality was a fascinating new
experience for students.

The student Q&A Winning team with James Carrapetta of Honeywell.

Kahu Norman assesses the temperature difference between the pipes.
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Tuesday 15 January (continued) and Wednesday 16 January

Tribal Warrior Cultural Cruise

Laing O’Rourke Site visit

During the cruise and visit to Clark Island, students were given an
opportunity to hear about places of cultural significance around
Sydney Harbour and to learn the history of certain sites relating
to their heritage.

At Laing O’Rourke’s Engineering Excellence Group the students
had a great learning experience when they participated in an
Augmented Reality site visit to the Central Station upgrade.
They then listened attentively as Dr Rowan Braham explained how
the Natural World holds the key to some Engineering challenges –
referring to the example of hospital surfaces and medical devices
being designed with the same unique micropattern of shark skin
that inhibits the growth of bacteria.

IAES Class of 2019 on the Tribal Warrior.

Veolia – Site Visit to Barangaroo
Hidden beneath Barangaroo is a world of Science and Engineering
where the students were able to explore how waste water goes
through many different processes as it is treated, cooled and re-used
for commercial and residential properties. High voltage power is also
brought into the complex and distributed.

Robert Timbrell demonstrates the complexities of the Central Station
upgrade project.

Matthew Lee (Veolia) shows students the high voltage embedded electrical
network at Barangaroo
Augmented reality in action.

WEDNESDAY 16 JANUARY
Minerals Council Presentation

Cassie and Qana identify the Periodic Table elements as they make the
jigsaw puzzle mobile phone cases.

Laing O’Rourke Graduate Engineers in discussion with students.
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Wednesday 16 January (continued)

Biomedical Engineering Activity
During this session, the students used Arduino boards to build a heart rate monitor. They then utilised the device to test and graph
Electrocardiography (ECG).

Ebony tests Jeconin’s heart rate using the device they made.

Engineering Undergraduate at Sydney University Jack Naylor conducts
a Biomedical Activity.

Communities Session
Four companies participated in the Communities Session this year.

Arup

Bill Robinson based his presentation on the challenges that arise for
Engineers in respect of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals.

Arcadis

Jess Wood spoke to the students about her role at Arcadis and the use of
Building Information Modelling (BIM).

Transport for NSW

Jason Gordon’s topic was the Sydney Co-ordinated Adaptive Traffic System
(SCATS) which was developed by the RTA and is now being used in many
countries in the world.

Aurecon

Nial O’Brien answered students’ many questions about the transformation of
an old ship yard to the magnificent Barangaroo Reserve.
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Wednesday 16 January (continued)

Networking Function

Arcadis Engineer Peter Hyndman with student Hayden Wiggin, who hails
from Queensland.

Student Rikisha Phineasa with Namrita Sandhu from Honeywell.

Caitlyn Johnson of Arup with Chaquana Tooley and Katrina Hunter.

Belinda Murdoch of John Holland chats with Ebony Burchill Schonenberger

Nial O’Brien and Sam Shepherd of Aurecon watching Edward Pitt on the
Virtual Reality bike.

Amanda Primmer of EY with students Giwangallani Mendez Williams
and Eliza Lyall.

Isobel James and Aaron Tanoai of BG&E networking with students.

Ben Lowe from Transport NSW with Eliza.
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Wednesday 16 January (continued) and Thursday 17 January

Networking Function (continued)

Lyndsay Dynan Engineers Josh Knight and Phil Marshall in discussion
with students.

Rikisha meets Jillian D’Urso and Kirsten Jelfs from the Minerals Council
of Australia.

WSP team Teresa Tran, Andrew Cross and Mark Gilbert
with student Edward Pitt.

Miranda Lawrie of Taylor Thomson Whitting with Alumni / Houseparents
Josh MacLeod and Ashleigh Hyland on the elegant TTW designed staircase.

THURSDAY 17 JANUARY
Transport for NSW site Visit
Driverless Shuttle

Drones

Students were given a rare chance to go behind the scenes and
experience a driverless shuttle. They learned how the shuttle is
made safe by utilising a LiDAR system to detect its surroundings
and determine potential hazards. The shuttle also relies on a very
accurate GPS system.

Students learned about the effective operation of Drones and
how Transport for NSW uses them to complete huge surveying
projects with relative ease - recording data in real time, so that the
engineer can remain in his/her office while a drone conducts the
site visit.

Andrew Watson (Sydney Trains) speaks to the students.
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Thursday 17 January (continued) and Friday 18 January

Transport for NSW site Visit (continued)
Crash Lab:
Students learned about crash tests that are carried out on
everything road and vehicle related from the barriers or bollards on
the road to baby seats and motorbike helmets.

Raphael Thomas from Darwin at the RMS Crash Lab.

Admiralty House

Governor-General Sir Peter Cosgrove meets Sam Cummins (Transport for
NSW) and students Ellie Cooper and Delacia Pride.

Veolia Engineering Manager Richard Mueller and Anna-lise Sewell with
students Ebony and Eliza at Admiralty House.

Dr Gavin Lind (Minerals Council of Australia) with students Jeconin, Ebony
and Raphael.

SMEC’s Nancy Onyeka and Mary McGlinchey chat with Emily at the
Vice Regal reception at Admiralty House.
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Thursday 17 January (continued) and Friday 18 January

FRIDAY 18 JANUARY
Site Visit Arup
Social and Cultural factors were one of the five key considerations for students as they rotated through workstations under the guidance
of Arup Engineers in a ‘Think like a Designer’ session.
As the students presented their designs, they incorporated ideas and concepts that they had learned throughout the week visiting various
engineering projects.

Laura Craft of Arup working with a group of students at the
Think like a Designer workshop.

Students present their design ideas to Arup Engineers and fellow students.

Graduation Dinner
In his key note address, EAA Board member Dr Jeff McMullen emphasised the compelling evidence, found in Bruce Pascoe’s remarkable
book Dark Emu, which showed that Aboriginal societies were not simple hunter-gatherer economies, but had built houses and dams as
well as sowed, irrigated and tilled the land and baked bread long before the ancient Egyptians. Each student was presented with a copy
of Dark Emu along with their graduation certificate.

EAA Director Dr Jeff McMullen

Dr Petr Matous presents Jeconan Wingfield with his graduation certificate.

Students and Sponsors mingle in the foyer prior to the Graduation Dinner.

Students chose the playlist for their Dinner Dance.
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CHANGES TO THE EAA BOARD

Changes to the EAA Board
Over the past 12 months we have had to sadly bid farewell to three of our valued EAA Board Members. We thank them for their years of
dedicated service and wish them well in their future endeavours.
Peter Berry

Catherine Pooley

One of our longest serving Board
members, Peter stepped in as CEO
after the untimely death of EAA founder
Jeff Dobell and served in this capacity
for several years. His contribution to
EAA has been invaluable and we are
extremely grateful to him.

We thank Catherine Pooley for her
many years of voluntary support for
EAA and in particular, for initiating the
work experience program. Many of
Catherine’s work experience students
are now Graduate Engineers.

Annnabel Castledine

Now working in London, Annabel
initially came to EAA while working
as a Graduate Engineer. She
subsequently joined the Board of
Directors in 2015.

Darren English

We are grateful for Darren’s
management of EAA’s Finances prior
to his relocation to the USA with
Arcadis

EAA has pleasure in welcoming the following Directors to our Board in 2019:

Archie Johnston
Professor of Engineering and
Information Technologies and former
Dean of Engineering and
IT at Sydney University.

Kevin Hopkins
Director of Perth based
Aliwah Recruitment.

Samantha Cummins
Strategic Talent Leader
Transport for NSW

Ezra Jacobs-Smith
An Alumnus of our IAES 2007 program,
Ezra is an Environmental Engineer,
currently working as Aboriginal Heritage
Officer for the Rottnest Island Authority.

Vale Alan Smith

David Harding
We welcome David Harding of
Arup to the Executive Committee
as Secretary of EAA

Jonathan Taylor
We welcome Jonathan Taylor CFO
of Arcadis Australia Pacific
as Treasurer of EAA

It is with deep regret
that we advise that Alan
Smith, husband of Jenny
and long - term private
supporter of Engineering
Aid Australia, passed
away on May 19, 2018.
He will be greatly missed
by all who knew him and
our thoughts are with his
wife and family at this sad
time.
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EAA ACKNOWLEDGES ITS SPONSORS

Sydney “Thank You” Reception for Sponsors
Generously hosted by Laing O’Rourke, the annual Engineering Aid Australia reception held to recognise the contribution made by our
sponsors took place in North Sydney at the end of November last year. It was pleasing to welcome the many EAA Alumni who had come to
express their gratitude for the financial support and mentoring that they had received on their journey to becoming engineers.

Scott Parlett expressed his thanks to EAA for their assistance with
networking in the Industry

The Welcome to Country was given by Brett Rowling who spoke on behalf
of his family, the Guringai People.

EAA welcomed Rob Mackellar of TTW to our network.

Robert Timbrell of Laing O’ Rourke greeting guests.

Chairman of EAA Greg Steele thanked Laing O’Rourke for hosting the event
before introducing the alumni to fellow guests.

Frank Panetta and Esther Soon fromSMEC chat with Gabrielle McGill and
Ali Carrera from Arup
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